
 

Create your own spell poem 

 
Connecting to the senses  

Imagine you are someone from the past, a resident of old Creswell, who is scared of the 

supernatural entities that supposedly lurk in the caves of Creswell Crags. Imagine you have 

bravely entered this cave, despite your fears and concerns, ready to etch some protection marks 

into stone.  

Notice something you can see – think about how that makes you feel now, and how it might have 

made you feel back then. Work through the senses; what can you eel… taste… smell… hear…  

Now think about what sounds bring you comfort. Note down five comforting sounds to protect 

yourself. Can you translate these sounds into a mark or a symbol that you can etch into the wall? 

Can you turn these into a spell for protection? 
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Daily Rituals 

Think about your own daily rituals. Make a list of the things that bring a little magic into your lives, 

no matter how small or seemingly insignificant. Talk us through these rituals (either as notes or 

creative non-fiction) and how they make you feel.   

E.g.  

-       Drinking your morning cup of tea  

-       Listening to your favourite song  

-       Going out for an afternoon walk 

-       Cuddling your pets    

Write a Spell  

Title it ‘Spell for The (a word that encapsulates how you feel or how you want to feel, e.g. Fearful, 

Ambitious, Broken-hearted, Joyful etc.)’. List five ingredients needed to cast your spell and go into 

detail about why each ingredient is important. Draw on your thoughts and ideas from the first two 

exercises.  

Sigils 

A sigil is a physical representation of an intention, want, or desire. In the case of witch marks, that 

intention would be protection, but you can make a different intention if you want to.  

-       Write down your intention  

-       Cross out all the vowels  

-       Cross out all the repeating letters  

-       Deconstruct the letters to create symbols 

-       Draw a cross and connect the symbols to it 

-       Draw a circle connecting all the points  

-       Charge your sigil by looking at it or carrying it around in your pocket  

-       Decorate your spell poem with your sigil  
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